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Across

2. Parents care for children and their parents

3. Family that includes step parent and step 

children

6. Ability to control your behavior and actions

11. Mom or Dad and child(ren)

16. Child has some input on rules and 

punishments.

17. Consequence that is the result of the action

18. Move away from childhood home with fewer 

relatives living nearby.

20. Consequence that makes sense to the 

situation

22. Need to learn new skills, more people work 

from home, job types change.

23. This reinforcement is good because you are 

doing it to encourage the child and their behavior

24. The way a parent or caregiver disciplines 

their child.

25. Physical, emotional, intellectual, and social 

needs are...

26. An example of a poor disciplinary method

27. Child does what is asked without question

28. What you pass on to prepare a child to live in 

society.

Down

1. Helping a child through difficult times using 

firmness and teaching them right from wrong.

4. Both parents working, small families, 

childcare needed

5. This reinforcement is _____ because it 

discourages inappropriate behavior

7. oops, I didn't mean to drop it, it was an ____

8. The stages a couple goes through.

9. Whoever the child lives with most.

10. Child has no rules and complete freedom.

12. A traditional family

13. Other relative live with the traditional family

14. Causes isolation, makes things easier or more 

complicated.

15. Lack of environmental or essential needs

19. Beliefs that are shared by a family or 

community.

21. Your inner voice telling you what is right and 

wrong

Word Bank

aging population economic changes basic needs permissive deprivation

parenting styles shared values guidance nuclear yelling

custodial parent extended logical self discipline assertive democratic

single parent technology blended conscience family life cycle

family values positive natural workplace changes mobility

autoritarian negative accident


